
Virtual Moreland

Moreland’s population 
is expected to  

increase from 171,000  
to 229,000.

Density by Design is a case study that responds to this 
challenge in two ways. First it identifies some of the means 
by which the design and planning of housing precincts can 
build community, improve the public realm, promote a variety 
of housing types that are high quality, affordable and able to 
be procured through alternative development models. 
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Virtual Moreland

Victoria will have  
an additional 800,000 

children aged 17 or  
younger by 2051.

The precinct design starts with people. It imagines their 
preferred activities – for home, work and play – and the kinds 
of public spaces to support these: pathways, lanes, streets 
and tree lined promenades and a variety of squares, pocket 
parks and gardens for active or passive recreation, for 
meeting up with neighbours and friends, for group gatherings 
or quiet repose. It combines these into a vital and connected 
public realm in which pedestrians are prioritised, the park 
edge is activated and new East West links with Sydney Road 
are made. 
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Virtual Moreland

Less than 10%  
of housing in Australia 

has architectural 
involvement.

Attention to the quality of circulation areas – corridors, 
access ways, stairs – is important. They can be designed for 
daily delight and to foster incidental exchange and 
connection between neighbours as well as achieve wellness 
benefits by encouraging stair over lift use.
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Density by 
Design

Moreland City Council 
IBA Melbourne 
Kerstin Thompson Architects

Introduction

As Melbourne grows land use intensification is a way to meet the 
demand for affordable homes in existing neighborhoods that are 
well endowed with infrastructure and jobs. The challenge is to do 
so in ways that retain the most cherished qualities of our suburbs 
and streets. 
 How can the design, planning and development process for high 
density and mixed use neighborhoods foster strong communities 
and provide housing for lots of different people and households 
across various ages and stages?
 Density by Design is a case study that responds to this 
challenge in two ways. First it identifies some of the means by 
which the design and planning of housing precincts can build 
community, improve the public realm, promote a variety of housing 
types that are high quality, affordable and able to be procured 
through alternative development models. 
 Secondly it tests and applies new tools to improve 
communication, consultation and cooperation between residents, 
council and proponents of development. Using virtual reality it 
makes it easier to understand the opportunities and impacts of a 
proposal so that more meaningful engagement and feedback can 
be obtained. This facilitates finding the right balance between the 
needs of existing residents with those of future ones.  

Key Project Objectives / Context

Density by Design is a speculative exercise, projected forward to 
2030, and therefore encourages interested parties to think beyond 
limits of current codes.
 The context model anticipates current and future surrounding 
developments, their likely form of approximately 8+ storeys and 
the impact of these especially on Russell Street. 
 The case study showcases how higher density, fully accessible 
apartment living can achieve a high quality living environment at 
dwelling and precinct level.
 It pays attention to the existing character of Coburg around 
Sydney Road. Valued for being mixed use, with buildings and 
landscapes varied in style, period and size and ranging from 
formal to informal, Density by Design seeks to be a good neighbor 
by picking up on some aspects of this character while introducing 
new elements as catalysts for change.  
 Envisaged as mixed use the precinct combines commercial, 
residential and community uses in complimentary ways to activate 
the precincts public realm.

People, Place, Building

The precinct design starts with people. It imagines their preferred 
activities – for home, work and play – and the kinds of public 
spaces to support these: pathways, lanes, streets and tree lined 
promenades and a variety of squares, pocket parks and gardens 
for active or passive recreation, for meeting up with neighbours 
and friends, for group gatherings or quiet repose. 
 It combines these into a vital and connected public realm in 
which pedestrians are prioritised, the park edge is activated and 
new east west links with Sydney Road are made. 
 Having established the public realm buildings are then 
introduced into this. Just the right amount to hit the sweet spot in 
which the optimum number of high amenity dwellings can be 
achieved while also achieving a high quality public realm. From 
our benchmarking against local and international examples this is 
a plot ratio of about 1:4.
 What is a high amenity dwelling? Ideally it has: dual aspect for 
enhanced cross flow ventilation; constant daylight and at least 
some sunlight everyday; a high quality outlook whether to a street, 
garden or park; a meaningful connection to the outdoors; control 
and choice over the degree of connection or retreat from 
neighbours and the public realm through well configured layout, 
operable blinds, and shutters for modifying views and light.
 And what is a high quality public realm? Spaces that are: well 
activated by the uses and outlooks of adjacent buildings; safe and 
inclusive with due regard for passive surveillance especially for 
pathways; accessible by well-located paths through to other parts 
of the neighbourhood; designed to encourage reduced car use 
especially on sites like this with good street network and public 
transport of train, bus and tram; have a balance of sun and shade 
especially for all year use and comfort; variegated in uses, 
character, scale height and mass for a sense of urban intensity 
and spatial drama that comes from the interplay of small and large, 
industrial and residential etc.
 Density by Design is testament to the way in which housing 
development can be formative in the creation of a high quality 
public realm; with the creation of dwellings presenting an excellent 
civic opportunity for our suburbs.

Diversity

Density by Design also plans for household diversity. It does this 
by establishing variations in the size and configuration of lot types. 
So as to promote the use of a range of developers and 
development models, construction innovations and staging 
scenarios.
 The variety in lots in turn can accommodate variety in the 
building type, whether a dense street wall of 6-8 storeys, a tower 
or hybrid of studio, warehouse, office and residence. Within these 
dwellings there can also be variation to include: single, double or 
triple level apartments; shop tops which include some workspace 
on the ground floor; more conventional apartments simply varied in 
size and layout according to occupant numbers and so on.

Community
Each building can foster community by being envisaged as a mini 
neighbourhood with distinctive character. Within a higher density 
environment, to create a strong sense of community between 
neighbours, locate 20-30 households with an average of five-six 
dwellings off a naturally lit and ventilated foyer, so as to help 
people connect to their neighbours but also live privately. Attention 
to the quality of circulation areas – corridors, access ways, stairs 
– is important. They can be designed for daily delight and to foster
incidental exchange and connection between neighbours as well
as achieve wellness benefits by encouraging stair over lift use.
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Context & 
Connections
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Complimentary Programming
 — Community to North
 — Community and Active Recreation to East (Park)
 — Commercial and Retail to West
 — Housing to South
 — Promote bike, pedestrian and public transport over car 

use in consideration of proximity to bike, bus, tram and 
train networks

 — Cater for low residential car ratio and accommodate 
some immediate traders and public parks

 — Allow for higher floor to floor to carparks for future 
retrofit

Strengthen East-West Axis
 — Respond to adjacent neighbouring conditions, 
 — With consideration of existing site interfaces through 

grain, typology, massing and character variations
 — Create clear address off street, lanes, or gardens for all 

dwellings
 — Incorporate commercial uses such as shop-tops along 

street edge within urban blocks (not stand alone)to 
activate ground, street interface and pedestrian routes

Public Square
Community
Park 

 Housing
Retail

Apartments
Community
Shoptop [2 × Storey 1 × Bed]

1. Sydney Road Retail
2. Bridges Reserve Park
3. Russell Street Housing
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A Variety of Block Building  
& Dwelling Types

A Variety of Block Building & Dwelling Types
 — Explore adventurous and varied typology options
 — For example ‘dutch mat’ with towers, dense street wall 6-8 

storeys, greater height with smaller footprint, perimeter and 
smaller blocks etc.

 — Provide high quality outlook to all dwellings 
 — Park, street, garden. Primary living spaces to have direct view 

of street, park or landscaped courtyard/garden

 — Maximise number of double sided swelling (dual aspect) for 
cross flow and ventilation

 — Provide quality circulation to promote stair use over lifts 

10am sun

2pm sun
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Sun & Shadow Studies  
of Public Realm

4pm sun2pm sun

12pm noon sun10am sun

Sun & Shadow Studies
 — Obtain direct solar access to all dwellings
 — Minimum two hours direct sunlight/day 

equinox for all apartments

 — No South facing only dwellings
 — Minimum two hours direct sunlight/day 

equinox to 50% of main public spaces
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Block Type  
Studies

Block Type  
Precedent

Built Form
Ground Area 8000M²
Total Area  64000M²
Plot Ratio  4.45 : 1

Open Space
Total Area  6400M²
Percentage  44%

Built Form
Ground Area 8000M²
Total Area  64000M²
Plot Ratio  4.45 : 1

Open Space
Total Area  6400M²
Percentage  44%

Built Form
G - 5  Area 8550M²
Tower Area 695M²
Total Area  44400M²
Plot Ratio  6.65 : 1

Open Space
Total Area  6400M²
Percentage  44%

Built Form
G - 1 Area  565M²
2 - 7 Area  6800M²
Total Area  41930M²
Plot Ratio  2.9 : 1

Open Space
Total Area  5850M²
Percentage  40%

L-Block Type L-Block Type

U-Block Type U-Block Type

Tower & Linear Block Type Tower Block Type

Linear Block Type

Corner Block & Linear Matt Type

Impact on the Public Realm Impact on the Public Realm
 Apartments
 Open Space
 Site

 Apartments
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Sweet
Spot

High Quality Public Realm Formed by High Quality Housing
Test the highest level of density possible that also achieves high level of 
dwelling and precinct amenity with particular regard for quality street interface, 
optimum solar access and less overshadowing of open space

 Apartments
 Open Space
 Site

Built Form
Ground Area  7480M²
Total Area   58213M²
Plot Ratio   4 : 1

Open Space
Total Area   6920M²
Percentage   48%
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Different Housing  
Options

Defining a Variety of Landscapes  
& Pathways

 — Foster community by developing 
each block as a mini 
neighbourhood with distinctive 
character

 — Work to a scale of 20-30 
households, with an average of 
five-six dwellings off a naturally lit 
and ventilated core/foyer

A L-Block [Aged Care]
 — Aged care housing
 — Courtyard oriented to and open to 

the North to encourage 
engagement with community 
activity

 — Pop-out windows to allow 
connection with open space 
below, all seasons/weather

 — Lower dwelling numbers [82], for 
quieter and more intimate 
community

B L-Block
 — Courtyard oriented to and open to 

park
 — Relationship with Coburg leisure 

centre
 — Opportunity for complimentary 

programs (health + fitness)

C Community

D Perimeter Block
 — 8 × storeys to the west to 

anticipate future growth along 
Russell St, with ‘shop top’ 
typology. 1 Bed apartments with 
views across to the park

 — 4 × storeys to the east, with open 
walk ways at ground to connect 
courtyard to park. 2 Bed 
apartments

 — 6 × storeys facing North, as to not 
overshadow enclosed courtyards

 — 3 Bed apartments

E Flexible L-Block
 — Long life loose fit apartment types
 — Courtyard oriented to the West, 

Sydney Road and retail strip. 
Opportunity for retail activation at 
ground floor; markets etc.

F Community

G Tower Block & Linear block
 — Tallest building at the South most 

portion of the site, shadow 
absorbed by the road

 — ‘Shop top’ type along Russell St, 
forms a strong retail / residential 
edge

Dwelling Diversity =  
Household Diversity

 — Achieve diversity of households 
thought a variety of dwelling type 
and sizes

 — Anticipate homes for life with 
flexible and adaptable designs. 
Propose options for basic shells 
with minimal fit-outs and occupier 
DIY

 — Adopting liveable housing 
australia standards. Including 
primary living and at least one 
bedroom on single level of double 
level apartments; ease of access 
to and within dwellings; sliding 
panels to bedroom adjacent and 
opening up to primary living space

 Housing
 Community
 Retail
 Existing Trees

A L-Block [Aged Care]
82 × Apartments
80  Small
-  Shop Top
-  Medium
2  Large
9  Retail/Community

B L-Block
68 × Apartments
12  Small
-  Shop Top
56  Medium
-  Large
8  Retail/Community

C Community

D Perimeter Block
160 × Apartments
107 Small
15  Shop Top
21  Medium
17  Large
5  Retail/Community

E Flexible L-Block
54 × Apartments
-  Small
-  Shop Top
54  Medium
-  Large
8  Retail/Community

F Community

G Tower Block & Linear block
261 × Apartments
13  Small
8  Shop Top
40  Medium
40  Large
9  Retail/Community

A A

B B

C C

D D

E E

F F

G G
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Public Realm
 — Provide a pedestrian oriented precinct with minimised 

reliance on and need to accommodate cars by 
designing for walkability, bike riding, car sharing etc.

 — Promote activation, vitality and safety with mixed use 
across day and night

 — Develop a landscape character responsive to Coburg 
character

 Housing
 Community
 Retail
 Existing Trees

1. Recreation Space
2. Boardwalk
3. Planted Surface
4. Soft Landscape
5. Public Square
6. Hard Landscape

Defining a Variety of Landscapes  
& Pathways

 — Develop clear relations between public, 
private and common areas

 — Distribute public plaza and open space 
across site in smaller pocket park, laneways 
or other; focus on the building interface with 
this plaza

 — Embed high quality interstitial space, 
landscapes, access paths & communal 
spaces throughout the development

 — Common and public open space varied to 
support different activities and user groups 
e.G. Playground for young children; 
basketball courts for older children and 
teens; urban forest for passive recreation

1 Recreation Space
Northern courtyard with playground to connect 
with existing childcare + community centre

2 Boardwalk
Boardwalk along length of site

3 Planted Surface
Planted promenade of trees to eastern edge  
of site

4 Soft Landscape

5 Public Square

6 Hard Landscape
Market Square

7 Retention Of Existing Trees
Maximise retention of existing trees, especially 
to mitigate heat island effect

1
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 — Provide operable privacy screens to dwellings, and 
private open space, so a user choice on desirable level 
of privacy or connectivity

 — Passive colling and ceiling fans, operable solar control 
screens to windows

City Block Rotterdam, Kcap Architects, Netherlands

Housing In Solou, Toni Girones, Spain 

Housing In Solou, Toni Girones, Spain 

Housing Zurich, Martin Spuhler, Switzerland

Casa Rustici, Pietro Lingeri + Guiseppe Terragni, Milan

Cubic Houses, Adept, Denmark

Snabba House, Andreas Martinn-Lof Architects, Stockholm

Snabba House, Andreas Martinn-Lof Architects, Stockholm

Bigyard, Zanderroth Architects, Berlin

Building Type
Precedent
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Recreation Space
Playgrounds & Sports Facilities

Public Square
Open green space, with public amenity

Planted Surface
Texture and variation in ground material

Soft Landscape
Ground Transitional Spaces

Planted Surface
Playgrounds + Sports Facilities

Boardwalk
Timber board walk along length of site

Public Square
Pedestrian – car surface threshold

Hard Landscape
Texture and variation in ground material

Hard Landscape
Paved Areas

The Grand Ensemble Park, Espace Libre, Alfortville

Bigyard, Zanderroth Architekten, Berlin

Stortorget Square, Caruso St John, Sweden 

Public Spaces In Banyoles, Mias Arquitectes, Barcelona

Jardin Niel, Michele Miquel Architects, Toulouse

Jardin Niel, Michele Miquel Architects, Toulouse

Remodelling Of Passeig De St  Joan Boulevard, Lola Domènech, Barcelona

MUMA Forecourt, Monash University, Kerstin Thompson Architects

Stortorget Square, Caruso St John, Sweden 

Stortorget Square, Caruso St John, Sweden 

Public Realm
Precedent
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